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Abstract 
One expansion of the chromatic polynomial n(G,x) of a graph G relies on spanning trees of a 
graph. In fact, for a connected graph G of order n, one can express n(G,x) = (- 1 )“-‘x cyi’=;’ ti 
(1 -x)‘, where ti is the nun&r of spanning trees with external activity 0 and internal activity i. 
Moreover, it is known (via commutative ring theory) that ti arises as the number of monomials 
of degree n - i - 1 in a set of monomials closed under division. We describe here how to 
explicitly carry out this construction algebraically. We also apply this viewpoint to prove a 
new bound for the roots of chromatic polynomials. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
Keywork: Chromatic polynomial; Graph; Tree basis; Broken circuit complex; Order ideal of 
monomials; Griibner basis 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a graph with vertex and edge sets V and E, respectively. The chromatic 
polynomial of G, K(G,x), is the number of functions f : V --t { 1,. . . ,x} with the prop- 
erty that f(u) # f(u) for all uv E E(G). It is well known that n(G,x) is indeed a manic 
polynomial of degree 1 V 1 . m X, with integer coefficients that alternate in sign. Chromatic 
polynomials have been extremely well studied, with interest ranging from calculations 
to the location of its roots. 
A number of expansions of the polynomial are known, each with its own combina- 
torial interpretation (cf. [5]). One of the more interesting (but less studied) expansions 
for connected graphs G relies on spanning trees. Let T be a spanning tree of G. An 
edge e $ T is externally active (with respect to a fixed linear order < on the edges 
set E) if e is the <-least edge of the unique cycle in T+e. Similarly, an edge e E T 
is internally active if e is the <-least edge of the fundamental cut generated by delet- 
ing e from T. The external activity and internal activity of T are the number of 
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externally and internally active edges of T respectively. Then the tree basis expansion 
(cf. [5, p. 1061) of the chromatic polynomial of a connected graph G on n vertices is 
given by 
n-1 
n(G,x)=(-l)“-‘X C ti(l -x)~, 
i=l 
where ti is the number of spanning trees of G with external activity 0 and internal 
activity i. More generally, if G has c components, it is not hard to see (with the 
obvious generaizations) that 
n-c 
TC(G,X)=(-I)“-~X~ C ti(I -X)', (2) 
i=c 
where ti is the number of spanning forests of G with external activity 0 and internal 
activity i (we shall call this the forest basis expansion of n(G,x)). 
For a connected graph G, if we rewrite its chromatic polynomial as 
n-1 
rr(G,x)= C (-l)“-‘+$x(x - l)‘, 
i=l 
we see that indeed we are summing (with integer coefficients) the chromatic polynomi- 
als of trees, and indeed this is what we would get if we used the deletion-contraction 
method for calculating ~c(G,x) to bring the original graph G down to trees. The tree 
basis expansion has been examined in its own right [32,29,30,22], and has often been 
found to be the quickest form of the chromatic polynomial to calculate [32]. 
What we describe here is the fact that the numbers ti have other combinatorial 
significance. In fact, there exists an order of monomials (i.e. a set of monomials closed 
under division) Mon( G) in which ti counts the number of monomials of degree n - 1 -i 
in the set. This fact is inherent in the work of Stanley [36] and Bjomer [7], but has 
not been utilized to any extent in the theory of chromatic polynomials. Here we shall 
investigate the properties and consequences of this association. What is fascinating is 
that the existence of an associated set of monomials is via commutative ring theory, 
and no purely combinatorial construction is known between the two combinatorial 
structures (namely graphs and order ideals of monomials). We shall show here how 
to explicitly determine Man(G) in general via Grijbner bases. Among the applications 
are explicit determinations of the order ideal of monomials for some families of graphs 
and a new bound on the location of the roots of chromatic polynomials. 
2. Background 
Our notation for graphs will be standard. In particular, the order and size of a graph 
is the number of vertices and edges. For an edge e of G, G - e and G ??e denote, 
respectively, the deletion and contraction of edge e in G. A multiple edge of a graph 
G is an edge that has the same ends as another edge of G. 
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Some of the terminology associated with general complexes is not easily located, 
and differs considerably from paper to paper; we forwarn the reader that the definition 
here of the dimension of a complex is the combinatorial one, and is one more than the 
one often used in algebraic topology (and by some combinatorialists!). The connection 
between a class of simplicial complexes and graphs is vital to an understanding of the 
results in this paper, so we shall spend a moment discussing complexes. 
A simplicial complex (or simply a complex) A on a set X is a set of subsets of 
X closed under containment, i.e. Y E A, 2 C Y -+ Z E A. Throughout this paper, we 
shall only be interested in finite complexes (i.e. where the underlying set is finite), so 
we shall always assume that a complex in question is finite. The sets in a complex A 
are called faces, and the maximal faces are called bases (or facets). For a face CJ of A, 
we let 0 denote the power set of (r (i.e. the set of all subfaces of a). Given an element 
y in the underlying set of the complex A, we write A - y for the deletion subcomplex 
{SE A: y $S} on X\(y). For complexes Al and 42 on disjoint sets Xi and X2, the 
complex 
Ai+Az={YtUY2: YIEAI,Y~EA~} 
is called the direct sum of Al and AZ. A is called d-dimensional if the maximum car- 
dinality of a basis is d, and A is purely d-dimensional if every basis has cardinality d. 
We refer the reader to [41] for matroid terminology. One elementary fact is that any 
matroid is purely dimensional. Let < be a fixed linear order of the underlying set X 
of a matroid M. Let B be a basis of M. An element x EX - B is called externally 
active in B (with respect to <) if x is the least element in the unique circuit contained 
in B U {x}, and externally passive otherwise. An element x E X -B is called internally 
active in B (with respect to <) if x is the least element in the unique cocircuit 
contained in B - {x}, and internally passive otherwise. The Tutte polynomial of a 
matroid A4 is given by 
where ti,j is the number of bases of M with internal activity i and external activity j. 
Note that in terms of the forest basis expansion of the chromatic polynomial (2), ti is 
the coefficient of xi in T~((x,0), where M is the graphic matroid of G. 
The f-vector of a d-dimensional complex A is (fo, fi, . . . , fd) where J is the number 
of faces of cardinality i. The h-vector (ho,. . . , hd) of A is given by 
hi= 2(-1)‘-j f:i 4. 
j=O ( ) 
If we let f(x) = C fi xi and h(x) = c hixi be the corresponding generating functions, 
then the correlation between the f - and h-vectors is equivalent to 
h(x)=(l -X)df(X(l -x)-i) (3) 
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(where necessary, we will subscript both f and h to indicate their underlying complex). 
It is not hard to observe that 
and hence from (3) 
The last term in the h-vector, hd, has topological significance, in that hd = (- l)d~(d), 
where x(d) is the euler characteristic of the complex A (see [7, p. 2281). The study 
of h-vectors of certain classes of complexes arose in polytope theory, but h-vectors 
have also found applications in combinatorial problems, such as network reliability 
[16,12,13]. 
Two key complexes play a role in this paper. Let G be a graph. The graphic 
matroid gr(G) of G is the complex on edge set E consisting of acyclic subsets of 
edges. A subcomplex of gr(G) plays a larger role for chromatic polynomials. Let < 
be a fixed linear order of the edge set E of G. If C is a circuit of G and e E C its 
<-least edge, then C - e is called a broken circuit of G (and < ). The complex on E 
whose faces correspond to subsets of E that do not contain a broken circuit is called 
the broken circuit complex bc(G, <) of G (cf. [lo, 1 I]) (we often abuse notation and 
talk about the broken circuit complex of G, omitting to mention the linear order, as 
we shall see that all their associated h-vectors are equal). It is a pure complex whose 
dimension is equal to that of the graphic matroid, i.e. the maximum number of edges 
in a forest (if G is a graph of order n with c components, the dimension is thus n - c). 
It is not hard to see that if G has components Gi, . . . , G,, then 
gr(G)=gr(G)+.-.+gr(G) 
and 
bc(G, <)=bc(Gi, <i)+...+bc(G,, <c) 
(where in the last equation, <i is restriction of < to the edges of Gi). 
We return now to chromatic polynomials. Let G be a graph of order n and size m 
with c components, and let c any linear order of the edges. The important fact (due 
to Whitney - see [5, p. 771) is that if we expand the chromatic polynomial in the 
standard way, 
n-l 
rc(G,x)=x (-l)ibixn--i, 
i=O 
(4) 
then in fact (bo, . . . , b,_l) is the f-vector of the broken circuit complex of G (no matter 
which linear order < is taken!). Using (4) and (3), 
n(G,x)=~“fbc(G,<)(-X-I) (5) 
= (-1 )n-‘X=( 1 - X)“-Ch&(o, <,(( 1 -x)-l). (6) 
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This gives the underlying combinatorial motivation to the forest basis expansion of the 
chromatic polynomial. From formulation (2), 
n--c 
rc(G,x)=(-l)n-c~c C ti(l -x)‘, (7) 
kC 
we see that (tn_, . . . , rc) is in fact the h-vector of the broken circuit complex of G, and 
so indeed hi counts the number of spanning forests with external activity 0 and internal 
activity n - c - i. We observe that the h-vector of bc(G, < ) is actually independent 
of < . Also, from this interpretation of the h-vector of bc(G, < ) in terms of spanning 
trees with external activity 0, we see that we can express 
hbc(G, <)(x) =x”-1 T@(G)(l/x, 0). (8) 
Now for any edge e of graph G that is not a bridge (nor a loop), it is well known 
that 
1 
YT,(G-e)(x, Y) if e is a loop, 
T&3)(x, Y) = xT~r(G.e)(x, Y) if e is a bridge, (9) 
Tgr(G-e)@, J’) + Tgr(G.e)@, Y) othefise, 
and hence using this and (8) we can derive the following reduction formula: 
0 if e is a loop, 
hc(G, -c)(x) = 
hc(G.e, -c)(x) if e is a bridge, 
hbc(G-e, <,(x) if e is a multiple 
hc(G-e, c,(x) + x . hc(G.e, <,(X) othekse. 
It fOllOWS that if G is lOOpleSS, then hbc(G, <)(x) = hbc(G’, <)(X) where G’ 
lying simple graph of G (and so G and G’ have the same h-vector). 
(10) 
edge, 
is the under- 
Finally, as mentioned earlier, an order ideal of monomials A4 on a set {xi,. . . ,x1} is 
a set of monomials in these variables that is closed under divisibility (alternatively, an 
order ideal of monomials can be considered as a multicomplex, that is a set of mul- 
tisets that is closed under containment). Mon(xi , . . . ,x1) denotes the set of all mono- 
mials in xi,... ,x/. A chain of length 1 is an order ideal of monomials of the form 
{xi: i< l-l}. An order ideal of monomials is pure if every maximal monomial has 
the same cardinal@. Given order ideals of monomials Ml,. . . ,A41 on disjoint sets, the 
product A4, x . . . xMl is the order ideal given by 
(if the underlying sets are not disjoint, we take isomorphic disjoint copies). Note that 
the product of pure order ideals is also pure. 
The f-vector fM=(fo,fi,...) f o an order ideal of monomials M has fi counting 
the number of monomials of degree i in M; as in the case for complexes, we let 
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f~(x) = C Jx’ be the generating function for the f-vector of M. It is easy to see 
that if Mr . . . ,MI are order ideals of monomials on disjoint sets, then 
fru&)=rI.M~). (11) 
Any complex corresponds to a square-free order ideal of monomials on its vertices, 
with each face represented by the product of its vertices; under this representation, the 
two notions of f-vectors (for complexes and order ideals of monomials) are equal. 
We remark that the characterization of f-vectors of order ideals of monomials is 
known [31], but there is no known characterization of f-vectors of pure order ideals 
of monomials. 
3. Chromatic polynomials and their order ideals of monomials 
The connection between the coefficients of the forest basis form of the chromatic 
polynomial and the h-vector of the broken circuit complex actually yields much more 
information. To delve into it, we shall need some terminology from commutative al- 
gebra. We shall only proceed as far as necessary into the algebraic background, and 
refer the reader to the excellent survey [6] for a more complete discussion. 
Let k be any field. A standard graded k-algebra is a commutative ring A containing 
k (and hence a vector space over k) that is a vector space direct sum 
of subspaces AC,, AI . . . , such that 
. Ao=k, 
??AiAj = {UiUj: ai E Ai, ai E Aj} C Ai+j for all i,j > 0, and 
?? there exists a finite set of elements (21,. . . , zf} of AI such that every element of A 
can be written as a polynomial in zr , . . . ,zt with coefficients in k. 
The elements of Ai are called homogeneous of degree i. The generating series for the 
dimensions of the vector spaces A; 
Hilbert(A,x) = C Dimk(Ai)x’ 
i>O 
is called the Hilbert Series for A. Note that any ideal Z of a graded k-algebra A is 
also a subspace of A, and hence A/Z is always a vector space over k as well. 
There is a standard way of associating a graded k-algebra to any complex A (fur- 
ther details can be found, for example, in [6]). Let A be a complex of dimension 
d on a set X=(x1, . . . ,xm}. Viewing the elements of X as indeterminates, we let 
k[x] = k[q ,. . . ,xm] denote the polynomial ring over k in xi,. . . ,x,. For a subset Y of 
X, we denote 
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The Stanley-Reisner ring of the complex A over k is 
k[A] = k[n]/Circ( A), 
where Circ(A) = ({J’J Y: Y CX, Y $2 A}) is the ideal generated by all (minimal) subsets 
of X not in A (such minimal subsets are called circuits of A). Since k[r] is a standard 
graded k-algebra and Circ(A) is generated by homogeneous polynomials, k[A] is also 
a standard graded k-algebra (cf. [6]), and in some sense, encodes A algebraically, as 
it mods out ‘non-faces’ of A. 
A set of homogeneous elements 0 = {Or,, . . ,O,} of degree 1 of k[A] is called a 
homogeneous system of parameters (h.s.0.p. ) if k[A]/(&, . . . , Od), viewed as a vector 
space over k, is finite dimensional, that is, 
k[x]/(Circ(A)U{O~,...,8~}) =&RI. 
i=O 
where for i = 0 , . . . , d, Ri is generated by monomials of degree i. Stanley [37] showed 
that if k is an injnite field then a h.s.o.p. necessarily exists for any simplicial complex 
A, though this may fail when the field is finite. 
The Stanley-Reisner rings of shellable complexes (a large class of pure complexes 
that includes matroids and broken circuit complexes [36]) have the Cohen-Macaulay 
property [36], and it is known that this property implies that for any h.s.o.p. {e,, . . . , &} 
of degree 1, 
Hilber-t(k[A]/({Bi, . . . , ed)),4 =MX) 
(cf. [6] for the definitions and argument). Now Stanley showed (by a greedy algorithm) 
that any quotient of a polynomial ring (so in particular, k[A]/( { 81,. . . , Od}) 2 k[n]/ 
(Circ(A)u{&,..., t!&}) ) has a vector space basis that is an order ideal of monomials. 
It follows that the number of monomials of degree i in this basis is hi, the i-component 
of the h-vector of A. We state this result explicitly below. 
Theorem 1 (Stanley [36]). Let G be any graph of order n with c components, whose 
forest basis form of its chromatic polynomial is given by 
II--c 
TC(G,X)=(-~)“-~X~ C ti(1 -x)‘. 
i=c 
Then there is an order set of monomials Man(G) such that for i = 0,. . . , n - 2c, the 
number of monomials of degree i is tn-c-i. 
Stanley’s argument for the existence of the order ideal of monomials relies on the 
existence for k[A] of a h.s.o.p., and his arguments only allowed one to conclude that 
such elements exist when k is infinite. Stanley in fact showed 
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Proposition 2 (Stanley [37]). Suppose A is a d-dimensional complex and 
6 = 5 al,ixi, 
i=l 
02 = 5 a2,ih 
i=l 
ed = 2 ad,& 
i=l 
are homogeneous elements of degree 1 for k[A]. Then {g,, . . . , &} forms a h.s.o.p. 
for k[A] if and only if the d x n matrix A = [ai,j] has the property that for every 
basis IS of A, the d x d submatrix of A formed by taking the columns corresponding 
to the elements of o is nonsingular. 
Note that if k is infinite, we can clearly choose such a matrix A so that every 
d x d submatrix is nonsingular. This result does not provide a concrete combinatorial 
construction for a homogeneous system of parameters. 
To explicitly determine an associated ideal of monomials for bc(G, < ) we need an 
explicit h.s.o.p. for the broken circuit complex of G (a similar determination was carried 
out in [14] for cographic matroids). Note that if A is the direct sum of complexes 
AI,..., A,, and {Of,... , d&} is a h.s.o.p. for k[Ai] (i = 1,. . . ,c), then from Proposition 2 
it follows that { $: 1 < i < r, 1 <j < di} is a h.s.o.p. for k[A], as the associated matrix A 
of A mentioned in Proposition 2 is block diagonal with the corresponding matrices for 
the Ai’s. In particular, one can form a h.s.o.p. for k[gr(G)] or k[bc(G, <)] by taking 
the unions of h.s.o.p.‘s for each of G’s components. Thus we shall assume that G is 
a connected graph. 
We fix now an orientation of the edges of G. For every minimal edge cutset (or 
cut) of G, we orient it in one of its two directions. We form the cut matrix D = D(G) 
whose columns are indexed by the edges E = {el, . . . , e,,,} of G, whose rows are indexed 
by the cuts Dl,..., Dt of G, and whose (i,j)th entry is 
?? 1 if ej E Di and the orientation of ej in G agrees with its orientation in Di, 
?? -1 if ej E Di and the orientation of ej in G disagrees with its orientation in Di, and 
?? 0 if ej #Di. 
If T is a spanning tree of G with e E T, Ye denotes the fun&mental cut of T-e (i.e. 
all edges of G joining the two components of T - e). 
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph of order n with edge set E. Fix a spanning 
tree T of G, and for each edge e E T, set 
where for f E Fe-,, d; is the entry in the cut matrix D corresponding to edge f and 
cut Ye Then (0,: e E T} is a homogeneous system of parameters for k[gr(G)] and 
k[bc(G, -C )] (fior any linear order < on the edges of G and any field k). 
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Proof. In [14] it was shown that one could explicitly calculate a h.s.o.p. for any matroid 
M as follows. Assume that A is a d-dimensional matroid on a set X of cardinality m. 
Let 8t,... ,ed be any homogeneous elements of degree 1 in k[A], with Bi = cTz1 Ui,jXj. 
It was shown in [14] that (as a direct consequence of Proposition 2) 81,. . . , &j is a 
homogeneous system of parameters for k[A] if the map 4 : A --f kd : Xi H (Ul,i,. . . ,ad,i) 
is a representation of A over k. 
A well known result (see Theorem 6.10 of [39], extended to any field k) states that 
for any submatrix B of the cut matrix D with n - 1 rows and rank n - 1, a square 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) submatrix B’ of B is nonsingular if and only if the columns of B’ 
correspond to the edges of some spanning tree of G. Observe that this is equivalent to 
the columns of B being a representation of the graphic matroid gr(G) of G over k. 
We define DT to be the (n - 1) x m submatrix of D whose rows correspond to the 
fundamental cuts of T. DT has rank n - 1, since the (n - 1) x (n - 1) submatrix on the 
columns in T is a diagonal matrix with all diagonal entries either 1 or - 1. Moreover, 
F is a basis of gr(G) if and only if it is a spanning tree of G, so DT is a representation 
of gr(G), and hence (0,: e E T} forms a h.s.o.p. for gr(G). 
Now bc(G, < ) and gr(G) have the same dimension (namely n - 1). It follows that 
any h.s.o.p. 0 for k@(G)] IS a h.s.o.p. for k[bc(G, -C )]: the bases of bc(G, < ) are 
bases of gr(G), and hence Stanley’s method (i.e. Proposition 2) of determining whether 
a set of d elements are a h.s.o.p. shows that 0 is a h.s.o.p. for k[bc(G, <)I as well. 0 
4. Some examples 
We begin with an easy example. Consider the cycle C,,, with edges el,. . .,e,. We 
take the linear order ei <ez < . . . c e,, and we see that the only broken circuit is 
{e2,..., en}. Taking the spanning tree T={ez,...,e,}, the fundamental cuts are {ei,ei}, 
i=2 , . . . , n. If we work with the field &, we see that we are interested in the quotient 
Z2([el,4,...,e,l)/(e2e3...e,,el fe2,el +e3,...,e1 +en)~~2([e~l)l(e;-‘). 
Clearly, {l,ei,e:,. . .,ey-‘} is a basis for the latter, and this forms an order ideal of 
monomials. Of course, this implies that the h-vector of the broken circuit complex of 
C, is (l,l,..., 1 ), and the well-known tree basis form is 
n-1 
7t(C”,x)=(-l)“-‘x c (1 7X)‘. 
i=l 
A more interesting example is afforded by wheels. The wheel W,, (n 23) is formed 
from C, by taking a new vertex and joining it to all vertices of C,,. Let the edges 
of C,, be eo,...,e,,_l, and the ‘spokes’ of W,, be labelled as fs, . . . , fn_l (see Fig. 1); 
throughout the derivation, addition of the subscripts is carried out modn. To deter- 
mine an order ideal associated with W,, we need to determine the broken circuits and 
the fundamental cuts with respect to some spanning tree. Let us fix the linear order 
fo< ... <fn-l<eo<... < e,_l for the broken circuit complex. Then while there are 
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Fig. 1. W,. 
many broken circuits in W,,, the minimal ones with respect to containment (and these 
are the ones that suffice for ideal generation) are 
{el,fi},~e2,f2~,...,~e~-l,fn-l},~e0,fn-~}, 
{.fi,e2,..., e,-l,e0},{f2,e3,...,en-l,e0},...,{fn-2,en-l,e0} 
and 
{el,e2,...,e,-1). 
We now need to choose a spanning tree and determine the corresponding h.s.o.p. 
(once again, we will choose to work over z2). Let us take the tree T = {fi: i = 0,. . . , 
n - 1). Then the corresponding h.s.o.p. (generated by the fundamental cuts) are 
f0 +eo +el,fi +el +e2,...,_&--l +e,-1 +eo. 
The final stage is to determine an order ideal of monomials that serves as a basis for 
the finite-dimensional vector space 
22[eo,...,e,-l,fo,...,fn-ll/I, 
where 
I= (_f~+eo +el,_ti +el +e2,...,fn-1 +e,-1 +eo,elfi,...,e,-Al, 
eof,-l,fiezef.~.e,-leo,fie3...e,-le0,...,fn-2e,-le0,ele2...e,-~). 
We will first simplify the generators of the ideal I. If we set 
I’=(fo+eo+el,ji +el +e2 ,..., fn-l +e,_l +eo,ef+ele2,ei+e2ej ,..., 
e~_,+e,-le0,e~+e,_le0,e;f,e2eo n-2+e:-1, e3ez-3+e{-2,. . . , e,_zei+e& 
e162. ’ .e,-l), 
then we claim that I = I’. To prove this, we simply need to show that every gen- 
erator of I is in I’, and conversely. For example, working modI’ (i.e. in the ring 
Z2[e0 ,..., e,_i,f0 ,..., fn_i]/I’), we see that for any i=O ,..., n- 1, fj+ei+ei+l=O, 
and hence fi = ei + ei+l (remember, we are working over 22). It follows that for 
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i= l,...,n - 1, eifi=ef + eiei+l =O, and e&-t =ei + e,_tea=O. That is, all of 
elfi,. . , en-ifn-l, e&t belong to I’. Moreover, using the fact now that et + enPies 
=O, we have that 
fn--2en-le0 = (en-2 + en-l )$ 
= en_2ei + ei 
= 0 (modI’) 
fi-3en-2en--le0 = (en-3 + en-2)e,-2ei 
= (en-3 + en-2)ei 
= e,_jei + ei 
= 0 (modI’) 
f2e3 . . . en-leO = (e2 + e3)e3.. .en_2ei 
= (e2 + e3)et-’ 
= e2e;fe2 + f$-’ 
= 0 (modI’) 
fie2...en-leo=(el + e2)e2...en_,c0 
= ezes . ’ .e,--le0 
2 n-2 = e2eo 
- e;; 
= 0 (modl’). 
We have just shown that all the generators of I are in I’, so Z c I’. A similar argument 
shows the reverse inclusion, so Z =I’. 
Thus, we need to find a order ideal of monomials that form a basis for Zz[eo, . . . , e,_t, 
fo,. . ., fn-II/Z’. To clarify how to find such a basis, we utilize Griibner bases (we 
refer the reader to [23,19] for a survey of the theory of Griibner bases). In short, given 
an ideal .Z of a polynomial ring k[xt, . . .,x,,,], a Grdbner basis is a subset of J which 
allows one to easily determine (among other things) whether a polynomial belongs 
to J. 
More precisely, suppose we have a term order < on Mon(xr , . . ,x,,,), the set of all 
monomials in xl,. . . ,x,; that is, < is a linear order on Mon(xt,. . . ,x,) and for all 
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monomials m, ml, m2, we have 
?? l<m,and 
??ml <m2--‘m~m~m2m. 
For a polynomial p, ht(p), the head term of p, is the largest monomial that appears 
with a nonzero coefficient; the head coejicient, hcoeff(p), is the coefficient of ht(p). 
Let p be any nonzero polynomial, and Q c &I,. . . J,,,] - (0). If there is a polynomial 
q E Q such that ht(q) divides a monomial m in p, with the coefficient of m in p being 
s#O, we write 
sm 
’ We ’ - hcoeff(q) . ht(q)’ 
and say that p is reducible module Q (otherwise, p is reduced modulo Q; the zero 
polynomial is also defined to be reduced as well). The idea is that we use q to cancel 
out a monomial in p. We let H+ denote the reflexive, transitive closure of HQ, and 
write p HZ r if p I-+; r and r is reduced modulo Q. Finally, a Griibner basis for an 
ideal J is a set GB C J such that for every polynomial p E k[xl, . . . pm], 
~EJ ifandonlyif p+&,O, 
Buchberger’s well-known algorithm constructs a Griibner basis for an ideal J of k[xi, 
. . . p,,,] (cf. [23]). The S-polynomial of polynomials p and q is 
SPO~Y(P, q) = LCM(ht(p), ht(q)) 
P 4 
hcoeff(p) . ht(p) - hcoeff(q) . ht(q) > ’ 
where LCM denotes the least common multiple (of two monomials). Buchberger 
[ 151 proved that a subset GB of ideal J is a Griibner basis for J if and only if 
SPOlY( P9 4) 43 0 for all p,q E GB. To calculate a Griibner basis for ideal J, 
Buchberger’s algorithm starts with any generating set Q = { ~1,. . . , pi} for the ideal. 
Pairs of elements from Q are taken and their S-polynomials are reduced with respect to 
Q. If the result is 0, it is ignored, but otherwise it is added into Q, and the process is 
repeated. The algorithm stops when the S-polynomial of any two elements of Q reduces 
to 0 modulo Q (that such a process does terminate is a key feature of Buchberger’s 
algorithm). The final set Q is a Griibner basis for J. 
Note that the S-polynomials of two elements of an ideal J, and the reduction of 
any element of an ideal J with respect to a subset of J-(O) lie in I, and hence 
Buchberger’s algorithm extends a generating set of an ideal to a (possibly larger) 
generating set of J. Another essential fact about Griibner bases (see [23, p. 4521) is 
that if GB is a Griibner basis for ideal J of K[xi , . . . ,x,,,], then (with 1 denoting ‘divides’) 
{m E Mon(xi ,...,x,):(vp~GB))(ht(p)lm)] 
is a vector space basis for &xi,. . . , x*1/Z. As in [14], we shall call the head terms of the 
elements of a Grijbner basis choppers for the corresponding order ideal of monomials, 
as they ‘chop out’ an order ideal of monomials that is a basis for k[xl,. . . ,x,,,]/J. 
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Returning now to our example of W,,, we shall order the monomials Mon(es, . . . , e,_ 1, 
fo,..., _fn_l ) lexicographically, where the variables are ordered as 
Let 
G’={fo+eo+el,fl+el+e2 ,..., fn-l+e,-l+eo,e~+ele~,e~+e2e3 ,..., - - - - 
e,2_, + e,-leo,ei + en-le0,ei,e2e0 n-2 + e;5-1,e3e~-3 + e;lm2,. . . , e,_zei + e& -- 
ele2. . .e,-l), 
so that G generates the ideal I’ (the head terms of elements of G’ are underlined). 
We need some further observations on Buchberger’s algorithm (see [23]). 
?? If p and q are polynomials with qlp, then p ~(~1 0. 
?? If p and q are monomials, then their S-polynomial is 0. 
?? If the head terms of p and q are relatively prime then Spoly(p,q) HT~,~) 0. 
Thus in Buchberger’s algorithm, we need only consider the S-polynomial of pairs of 
elements such that at least one of them is not a monomial, and their head terms are 
not relatively prime. Returning to our example, we see that that the only S-polynomials 
we need to calculate are 
SpOly(~+eiei+l,ele2...e,_l) =ei+leie2...e,_i 
HEI 0 
SpOly($ + ejej+l,eje;f-j + en-j+l) = t?jej+lt?;l-j + f?je;j-i+l 
* 
-G' ej+ieg 
n-j+1 +,;1-j+2 
HE, e. 
n-j+2 +e;-j+2 
HT;, 0 
Spoly(e~_, +e,-leo,ei +e,_leO)= e,_lei +e,_lei 
=o 
Spoly(ei + e,_ le0, ejei-j + ei-j+') = ejf$-j+' f e,_,f$j+' 
-- 
t-+$ e. 
n-j+2 +,;1-ji2 
= 0 
Spoly(e&eje;f-j + e;l-j+‘) = e;t+’ -- 
-;, 0 
SpOly(f?je:-j + e;f-j+‘,ele;t-’ + e;-I+‘) = e&-j+’ + eje;f-j+’ 
H$ e. n-jf2 + ,;-j+2 
=o 
Spoly(ejei-j + e:-j+l,ele2 .**e,_l) = ele2. s .ej_lej+l . . . e,_le~-j+l 
4 
2n-2j 
I ele2...ej-leo 
4 
2n-j-2 
r eleO 
++;, 0 
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for 0 <i <n - 1, 1 <j < I <n - 2. It follows that G’ is in fact a Grobner basis for ideal 
I’ = I, and hence 
{fo, .. ..f_ 2 2 n-2 n 1,e,,...,e,2_1,e0en-l,e;;,eoeo 3 n-3 3 eoeo n-2 2 ,...,eo eo,ele2...en--1} 
is a set of choppers for an order ideal of monomials that is a basis for &[ea, . . . , en-l, 
fo,.*. , fn-II/Z’. This implies that the order ideal of monomials for the broken circuit 
complex of IV, is 
{ e,Im: j = 0,. . . , n - 1, m E Mon(et,. . . , e,_t_j) is square-free 
and rn#elez...e,_l}. 
5. Properties of the associated order ideals of monomials 
In this section, we turn to some general results on the order sets of monomials asso- 
ciated with the broken circuit complex of a graph; most of the results yield information 
on the tree basis form of the chromatic polynomial that has not been observed before. 
For this section, we simply say ‘an order ideal of monomials associated with graph G’ 
rather than ‘an order ideal of monomials associated with a broken circuit complex of 
graph G’. 
First observe that if a connected graph G has blocks Gt, . . . , GI, then under any 
ordering < of the edges, the broken circuits of G are the union of the broken circuits 
of each Gi (with the induced edge ordering). Also, if T is any spanning tree of G, 
then T n Gi is a spanning tree of Gi, and moreover, for any edge e E T n Gi, the 
fundamental cuts generated by T and e in G, and T fl Gi and e in Gi are identical. It 
follows that the homogeneous system of parameters of degree 1 for G (as determined 
in Section 3) is the union of the homogeneous systems of parameters of degree 1 for 
the Gi’s. Thus, the generating elements S of the corresponding ideal can be partitioned 
into St,..., Sl, where the variables in different Si are disjoint. Buchberger’s algorithm 
can be run on each of Si separately to extend them to Grobner bases. The union of the 
resulting Grobner bases will be a Grijbner basis for the original ideal (as they certainly 
generate the ideal, and by one of the properties of Grobner bases, the S-polynomial of 
polynomials with relatively prime head terms is always 0). 
In other words, a set of choppers for an order ideal of monomials for G can be 
formed by taking the union of sets of choppers for order ideals of monomials of each 
block. That is, one can derive an order ideal of monomials for G by taking the product 
of order sets of monomials for each of of its blocks. Hence, by (1 1 ), 
hbc(G)(X) = h hbc(G,)(X), 
i=l 
(12) 
and in fact if we take any order ideal of monomials A4i for the broken circuit complex 
of Gi such that the underlying variables are disjoint for different i, then (by (12) and 
(11)) we see that Mt XL&X ... x MI is an order ideal of monomials for the broken 
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circuit complex of G. Since the same 
same result holds for any graph G. 
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type of argument holds across components, the 
Proposition 4. Let G be a graph with blocks Bl,. . . , Bt. Let Mon(Bi) be an order 
ideal of monomials associated with a broken circuit complex of graph Bi. Then an 
order ideal of monomials associated with G is 
/J Mon(Bi). 
i=l 
What can be said in general about an order ideal of monomials Man(G) associated 
with G? The following result shows that indeed there is much structure to Man(G). 
Theorem 5. Let G be a connected simple graph of order n and size m, with b blocks, 
whose tree-basis form of its chromatic polynomial is 
n-1 
~(G,x)=(-l)“-‘X C h,_l_i(l -x)‘. 
i=l 
Let M=Mon(G) be an order ideal of monomials associated with the broken circuit 
complex of G (so that the number of monomials of degree i is precisely hi). Then 
(i) Man(G) has m - n + 1 monomials of degree 1 and (“-i+2) - t(G) monomials 
of degree 2, where t(G) is the number of triangles of G, 
(ii) for all i, Man(G) has at most (“-*?) monomials of degree i, and tf G has 
girth k, then Man(G) has exactly (“-,?+‘) monomials of degree i for i <k - 1, 
(iii) the largest i for which Man(G) has a monomial of degree i is n - 1 - b (and 
for every j E (0,. . . , n - 1 - b}, Man(G) has a monomial of degree j), 
(iv) for all i=2,..., n - 1 - b, Man(G) has at least m - n + 1 monomials of 
(!!i 
(vii) 
(viii) 
degree i, 
Man(G) has a monomial of degree n - 2 tff b = 1 (i.e. G is 2-connected), 
Man(G) has exactly one monomial of degree n - 2 iff G is a 2-connected 
series-parallel graph, 
Man(G) has exactly two monomials of degree n - 2 $f G is a series-parallel 
extension of K4, 
Man(G) has exactly three monomials of degree n - 2 ty G is a series-parallel 
extension of WJ. 
Proof. From the algebraic construction of Section 3, we see that for a graph G of 
order n and size m, the generating set of the ideal consists of n - 1 linear terms, 
each containing exactly one tree edge, and the other terms are monomials of degree at 
least 2. As the degree of the S-polynomial of two homogeneous polynomials of degrees 
i and j is either 0 or has at least degree max(i, j), and the reduction procedure (when 
working with homogeneous polynomials) never drops the degree (unless the result is 
0), we see that the only choppers of degree less than two are those generated by the 
linear terms. If we order the edges so that the edges of the tree are larger than the 
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others, we see that the tree edges will be exactly the choppers of degree 1. It follows 
that ho = 1 and hi = m - n + 1. To calculate hi, it is easiest just to use the definition 
of the h-vector: 
“i=(“;‘)f~-(“;“)f,+(“T’)f2 
=(“;1)1-(“;‘>m+(“;‘)((;)-t) 
= (m-,,,) -t, 
where t is the number of triangles in G. 
As we have just seen that Man(G) has m-n + 1 variables (i.e. monomials of degree 
1 ), it follows that Man(G) has at most (“-Z!+‘) monomials of degree i. Moreover, by 
the same reasoning as in the previous paragraph, there will be no choppers of degree 
less than k except for the tree edges (which are of degree 1). It follows that for i <k, 
Man(G) has exactly (“-1?i) monomials of degree i. 
If we look to the other end of the h-vector, what can we say about h,_z? This 
parameter has been studied in matroid terminology as Crapo’s beta invariant [20]. It 
is known [5, p. 1091 that h,_z >O iff G is 2-connected, and hence from this and (12) 
it follows that the largest degree of a monomial in Man(G) is n - 1 - b, where b is 
the number of blocks of G. 
The fact that for each i = 2,. . . , n - 2 - b, Mon( G) has at least m -n + 1 monomials of 
degree i is inherent in the work of Woodall [42, Theorem 41 (in fact, his arguments are 
better motivated from the point of view here of h-vectors of broken circuit complexes 
rather than as inductive functional inequalities). 
Now h,,-2 = 1 iff G is a 2-connected series-parallel graph (i.e. a graph that can 
be built up from a tree by successively either putting an edge in parallel to an ex- 
isting one or replacing an existing edge by a path) [9]. Oxley [33] has characterized 
all matroids with low beta invariant, and his results, when applied to graphs, can be 
seen to imply that h,_2 = 2 iff G is a series parallel extension (i.e. can be derived by 
series or parallel operations) from K4, and h,,_2 = 3 iff G is a series parallel extension 
of w,. 0 
Very little is known about the other terms in the h-vector of bc(G, < ). There are 
bounds, due to Macaulay [31], for how many monomials of degree i + 1 there can be 
in an order ideal of monomials, in terms of how many monomials of degree i there 
are. More specifically, for positive integers x and k, the k-canonical form of x is the 
sequence (ak, a&i,. . . , Uj), where 
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and 
(this sequence exists and is unique). For any integer i 20, the (i,k)th upper pseu- 
dopower of x (introduced in [3]) is 
xWW=(a~-,+i) + (ak-;,-;+i) +...+ (y:-;) 
(where (,I) is taken to be 1 rather than 0). Macaulay’s theorem states that there is an 
(G+lYi) order ideal of monomials with mi of degree i if and only if for all i, mi+l <mi . 
These apply directly to Man(G). 
The following theorem shows that the bulk of the monomials are not, in general, of 
the highest degree. 
Proposition 6. Let G be a connected graph of order n that is not a tree. Then for any 
associated order ideal of monomials Man(G), the number of monomials of highest 
degree is at most the number of monomials of second-highest degree. 
Proof. Let A4i denote the monomials of degree i in Man(G), and as usual set hi = IMiI. 
Let d = d(G) denote the maximum degree of a monomial in M (so by the previous 
theorem, d = n - 1 -b, where b is the number of blocks of G). What we need to show 
iS that hd<h&_,. 
We proceed by induction on m - n and n. if m = n then G is unicyclic, say with a 
cycle of length 12 3. This implies that hi = 1 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , 1 - 2, so equality holds. 
If n = 1 or 2, the result is trivial as m <n. Thus we can assume now that m > n 24. 
Suppose first that G is not 2-connected. Let Gi, . . . , Gt (t 2 2) be the blocks of G, 
and let the order and size of Gi be ni and mi respectively. Let Gi have h-vector 
(hi,a,. . . , hi,d,). Then from (12) we have 
hd = fi hi,d,. (13) 
i=l 
If some Gi is a single edge, then its h-vector is (1 ), and so G and G ??e have the 
same h-vector, and we are done inductively. We can therefore assume that no block 
is a single edge, SO that for each block Gi, mi ani, and di = ni - 2 2 1. Thus by (12) 
and (13) 
b-l= en’;;hi’d’ .hi,d,_,&t.hd>hd 
i=l I,d, 
as by induction, hi,d, _ 1 3 hi,d, . 
We can now assume that G is 2-connected, so d = n - 2. Let e be any edge of 
G; G - e is connected, as is G ??e. Let the h-vectors of G - e and G ??e be denoted, 
respectively, by (hi) and (hf ). If hi_* = 0, then obviously 
h;_2 =O<h,,, 
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and if hi_* # 0, then G - e is 2-commected, and by induction (as rn >n implies m - 
1 an), 
h;-2 6 h;_3’ 
A similar argument shows that 
From these and the reduction formula (10) we see that 
hd = An-2 = h,, + h;-s < h;_3 + h,‘_‘, = hd-1, 
completing the proof. 0 
We can prove a result that states how the number of monomials of high degree 
compare to the ones of lower degree. 
Theorem 7. If G is 2-connected graph of order n with m edges, then for any I E (0, 
. . . , L<n - 2)/21}, t h e number of monomials of degree at most 1 in Man(G) is less 
than or equal to the number of monomials of degree at least n - 2 - 1. 
Proof. Note that the broken circuit complex of G, bc(G, <), is a cone, i.e. there is 
an element x (namely the <-least edge) that every basis contains, as x is externally 
active in every spanning tree that does not contain it. 
Now for faces r and cr of the complex A, the interval [T, a] is {p : z C p C 0). An 
interval partition of a pure complex A is a partition of the faces of A into intervals 
[r1,011,..., [z,,oJ where each Bi is a basis. In fact, the h-vector of A is a combinatorial 
function of this partition, namely (cf. [7,16]), 
hi = l{j: JZjl = i}l. 
Thus if A has dimension d, then hi = 0 for all i ad. 
It is known that shellable complexes are partitionable (cf. [16, p. 64]), and hence 
broken circuit complexes are partitionable. One sees that if e is in every basis of 
a partitionable complex A, with interval partition [ri, cl],. . . , [T~,cJ~], then [ri,oi - 
el,..., [rl, cr, - e] is an interval partition of the (partitionable) complex A - e. Thus, 
if bc(G, < ), a partitionable complex of dimension n - 1, had more than one element 
common to each of its bases, then by recursively stripping away each of these from 
the complex (and the corresponding interval partitions), we would see that h,,_2 = 0, a 
contradiction to Theorem S(iii). Thus, the 2-connectedness of G implies that x is the 
unique edge with the property that every basis of bc(G, < ) contains it. 
The reduced broken circuit complex, bcred(G, < ), is formed from bc(G, c ) by 
removing x from every set that contains it. This new complex (as G is 2-connected) is 
also a shellable complex, has dimension n - 2, and has the same h-vector as bc( G, < ) 
[7]. Now for any edge y #x of G, bcred(G, < ) - y = bcred(G - y, < ), and they 
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both have dimension n - 2 (as y is not in every basis of bc(G, < )). It follows that 
bcred(G, <) is 2-Cohen-Mzcaulay, in the sense of [2]. By the identical proof to that 
of Hibi’s [26, Theorem 1.81 of a similar result for matroids, we derive the following 
inequality for the h-vector (ho, . . . , hn_2) of bcred(G, < ) (and hence for bc(G, < )) for 
any l< [(n - 2)/2j : 
C hjb C hj. 
j<l jan-2-I 
The result follows immediately. 0 
One of the most obvious questions is: how many monomials are in Man(G)? This 
is equivalent to determining C. z>,0 hi. Surprisingly, this is difficult to determine. 
Theorem 8. Determining ]Mon(G)I, i.e. how many monomials are in Man(G), is 
#P-hard, even when restricted to the class of bipartite planar graphs. 
Proof. From (8) 
hbc(G,<)(X) =x"-'&G)(1/X,O), 
and hence 
IMon(G)I = T,(G)(~, 0). 
Now a special case of [40, Corollary l] shows that calculating Tgr(o)( 1,0) is #P-hard, 
even for bipartite planar graphs G, so the result follows. 0 
We point out that the reliability polynomial of graph G [16] has the expansion 
Rel(G,p)=p”-‘$iYi(l -p)‘, 
i=O 
where Hi is the number of spanning trees of G with external activity rn - n + 1 - i. It 
follows that the coefficient H,,_,+l (which is known as the reliability domination of 
G) is given by 
K-,+1 =TG(l,o)=hbc(G,<)(l). 
By [40], this quantity is #P-hard (even for bipartite planar graphs G). This answers 
Open Problem 3.2 in [17]. 
We end with a curious result applying the algebraic results of Section 3 to the 
order ideal of monomials of broken circuit complexes and graphic matroids. Let G 
be a graph on edge set E = {xl,. . . ,xm}. Note that for any S c E, if S 6 gr(G), then 
S $! bc( G, < ), as bc( G, < ) is a subcomplex of gr(G). It follows that for any field k, 
we can list generators for the ideal Circ(bc(G, <)) as ~1,. . . , p/, p~+l,. . . , pr so that 
the initial subsequence p1 , . . . , p/ generates Circ(gr(G)). By Theorem 3, for any field 
k, k[gr(G)] and k[bc(G, <)I have a common h.s.o.p., say 8, ,..., 0d (this is true even 
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if G is disconnected since, as previously mentioned, a h.s.o.p. for k[di + a* a + A,] 
can be formed by taking a union of h.s.0.p.s for each k[di]). Now suppose we run 
Buchberger’s Griibner basis algorithm on ~1,. . . , pi, 81,. . . , &, we derive an extended 
sequence 
that is a Griibner basis GB for Z = ( pl,. . . , PI, 8, , . . . , &). But this ideal is contained in 
the ideal Z’ = (PI,. . . , p/, p/+1,. . . , pr, 81,. . . , tb), and hence all of 41,. . . ,qt also belong 
to the latter. Hence, we can derive a Grobner basis GB’ for I’ by running Buchberger’s 
algorithm on the sequence 
Clearly, GB’ contains GB. It follows that the associated set of choppers for the order 
ideal of monomials for bc( G, < ) contains the choppers for the order ideal of monomials 
for gr(G). This implies: 
Theorem 9. For any graph G, there are order ideal of monomials M and M’ for G’s 
graphic matroid and broken circuit complex, respectively, such that M’ CM. 
6. Roots of chromatic polynomials 
In this section we apply order ideals of monomials to prove a new result on the 
roots of chromatic polynomials. The roots of chromatic polynomials have attracted 
considerable attention [4,34,21,8,28]. Thier [38] (see also [35]) proved that for a 
graph G of order n with m edges, all the roots z of its chromatic polynomial lie in the 
intersection of the regions 
{zE@: Izl<m- l}U{zE@: Iz-ml<m}, 
{zE@: Iz-m+n-2l<m}U{zEC: /z- lI,<m- 1) 
and 
{zE@: Iz-ll<m-l}U{zEC: Iz-m+n-2l]z-lI<m(m-1)). 
These bounds can be weak, as, for example, the roots of 
n-l 
x(C,,n)=(-1)“~‘x c (1 -x)’ 
i=l 
=(-l)“_‘(l -x)(1 -(l -X)“_‘) 
all lie in Iz - 1 I < 1. Thier’s bounds are, however, the best bounds known. Through the 
existence of an associated order ideal of monomials, we can now prove a substantially 
better bound for sparse graphs. 
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Theorem 10. Let G be a connected graph of order n and size m that is not a tree. 
Then the roots of ~(G,x) lie in the disc 
{zEC: )z-l]<m--n+l}, 
with equality ~fl G is unicyclic. 
Proof. We may assume that G is not unicyclic, so that m-n+1 >2. Moreover, if G has 
blocks Gi of order and size ni and mi respectively (i,. . . ,k), then 
m-n + 1= ~~=,(mi - ni + l), and hence m - n + l>mi - ni + 1 for i= l,..., k. 
It follows that we may assume that G is 2connected. 
Let (ho,. . . , hn-2) denote the h-vector of bc(G, <). Then 
n-2 
n(G,x)=(-1)“~ C hi(l -x)“-~-~. 
i=O 
If we set h(z)= Cl:“, hizn-2-i, it sulhces to show that h(z) has all its roots inside 
the disc centered at 0 with radius m - n + 1. 
Now a well known result due to Enestrom and Kakeya (cf. [ 1, Theorem B]) states 
that for a polynomial C,, zi with positive coefficients, all its roots lie in the disk 
]z] <b, where /?=max{ai/ai+i}. AS hi/ho =m - n + 1, it suffices to show that 
h -,A 
hoIhi_l, i=2,...,n-Z 
i.e. 
hlhi_l>hi, i=2,...,n-2 
(this inequality was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.6 in [12] for h-vectors of shellable 
complexes, but we will provide a much simpler argument). Let M be a an associated 
order ideal of monomials for G and let Mi denote the monomials of degree i in M. 
Consider the set of ordered pairs 
Vi-1 ={(X,??li_l): XEMl,t?ti_1 EMi_,}. 
Clearly ]%‘i_t ) = hIhi_,. NOW if we form 
N; = {XT?Zi_~: (X,7&-1) E Ui_l}, 
then A& C_ Ni, since if m E Mi and x is a variable that divides m, then (x, m/x) E %‘i-1. 
It follows that 
and we have shown the desired inequality. 
Note that if m is a monomial of degree i>2 with at least two variables x and y, 
then both (x, m/x) and (y, m/x) belong to qi_i. If m =xi, then for any variable y #x, 
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both &m/x) and (~,m/x) belong to 59-1 as well. It follows that if hl > 1 (i.e. G is 
not a cycle or an edge) then hIhi- 22hi for i = 2,. . . , n - 2, that is 
-->& h 
ho ’ hi-1 
for i=2,...,n - 2. Set 
(14) 
s= 
{ 
ht hi j=l,...,n: ->- 
ho hi-1 
U{n+ 1). 
Now from Theorem1 of [l], h(z) will have a root on (zl = m - n + 1 iff g.c.d.(S) > 1. 
However, from (14) we have S = (2,. . . , n+ l}, and hence for G not unicyclic g.c.d.(S) 
= 1. It follows that there is a root on the circle (z - 1 1 = m - n + 1 if and only if G 
is unicyclic. 0 
This provides a sharp bound for cycles (as all their roots lie on the disk (z - 
11 = 1). Moreover, it has been conjectured [S, Question 6.11 that there is a function 
f : N --+ [w such that if G has maximum degree A, then all the roots of n(G,x) lie in 
Jz( <f(A). Theorem 10 shows that for generalized O-graphs (i.e. those graphs with two 
distinguished vertices joined by three internally disjoint paths), which have maximum 
degree 3, the roots of their chromatic polynomials lie in (z- 1 I ~2, and hence in IzJ Q 3. 
Along the same lines, let 9’ denote the class of graphs formed from a tree by 
recursively putting a path of length at least 2 parallel to an edge of the graph (9 is a 
proper subclass of series parallel graphs). That is, if G E 9’ and e = uu is an edge of 
G, the union G(e, 1) of G with the path PI = u,q,. . .,x1, u (where all of xl,. . .,x1 are 
new vertices) also belongs to 8. One can verify (via the reduction formula (10)) that 
hb,(c(e,r),(x) = (1 +X + . . . + d-l )&c(G)(X). 
As the order ideal of monomials associated with any tree is simply {l}, we see re- 
cursively that the order ideal of monomials associated with any G E 9 is isomorphic 
to a product of chains. In fact, if the lengths of the paths used to build G up from an 
edge are II,..., It, then Man(G) is the product of chains of lengths II,. . . , It, and so 
the h-vectors of the broken circuit complex of G is 
t 
rI( 1 +x+...+x (15) 
i=l 
It follows that any GE 9 of order n has its chromatic polynomial of the form 
(-l)“_‘x(l -x)ng 
and hence has all its roots on the disk Iz - 11 = 1. We state this formally. 
Proposition 11. Let g denote the class of graphs formed from a tree by recursively 
putting a path of length at least 2 parallel to an edge of a graph GE 9. Then the 
chromatic polynomial of any graph G E B has all its roots in the disk )z - 1) < 1. 
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7. Conclusion 
There seem to be a number of avenues to explore in terms of the order ideal of mono- 
mials associated with a graph. First, a purely combinatorial construction of Man(G) 
in terms of the graph structure rather than through commutative algebra would be of 
interest. Also, what other structure exists for the associated order ideal of monomials? 
When are they pure? The purity of an order ideal of monomials implies some strong 
inequalities for its f-vector [25]). There are many graphs G for which Man(G) can- 
not be pure. For example, consider &,,,nz,n,, the generalized theta graph with paths of 
lengths nl, n2 and n3, with ni >/2 for all i. Then a simple calculation will show that 
the h-vector of its broken circuit complex starts with 1,2 and ends in 3,1. Suppose A4 
were a pure order ideal of monomials associated with (!I,,,,,,,,. As M has exactly one 
monomial, say m =xky’ (k + I = nl + n2 + n3 - 3) of highest degree must be a product 
of chains, namely {1,x,. . . ,xk} x { 1, y,. . . , $3. However, this has exactly 2 monomials 
of degree nl + n2 + n3 - 4, contradicting the second last component of the h-vector 
above. Thus, there is no associated order ideal of monomials for e,,,,,,,, that is pure 
(when min{nl, n2, n3} 22). In fact, with the notation of Theorem 11, t$,,,,,, I E 9 has 
its associated order ideal of monomials being a product of chains, which is pure. Hence 
Mon(en,,nz,nj ) is pure if and only if min{nl,n2,ns} = 1. 
A possible application of h-vectors of broken circuit complexes is to chromatic 
equivalence and uniqueness. Two nonisomorphic graphs G and H are chromatically 
equivalent if they have the same chromatic polynomial, and a graph G is chromatically 
unique if any graph with the same chromatic polynomial as G is isomorphic to G. It is 
easy to see from (6) that the chromatic polynomial n(G,x) is completely determined 
by the h-vector of the broken circuit complex, and vice versa. For example, if graph 
G is built up from a single edge by placing paths parallel to an existing edge, then by 
the discussion preceding Proposition 11, the chromatic polynomial of G depends only 
the lengths of the paths used, and not their actual placement in the graph. This can be 
used to build families of chromatically equivalent graphs. 
Yet another possible application of the associated order ideal of monomials is to 
some unimodality and log concave conjectures. A sequence ~11,. , at of real numbers 
is unimodal if a~fa~~~~~6~~3u~+~~~~~~a, for some IE{l,...,t}, and it is log 
concave if ~2’ ~ui_lui+l for all i = 2 , . . . , t - 1 (the latter property is stronger than the 
former for positive sequences). For a connected graph G, let the tree basis form of 
its chromatic polynomial be rc(G,x) = (-l)“-‘x cF.J’ ti( 1 - x)l. Then the tree basis 
unimodality and log concavity conjectures [30] are that the sequence tl ,...,t+l has 
the property in question. No counterexamples are known to either. It is known that 
the tree basis log concavity conjecture holds for wheels with some set of consecutive 
spokes deleted [29]. We can provide some new evidence here for the validity of the 
conjecture. 
Theorem 12. The tree basis unimodality conjecture holds for the class of generalized 
O-graphs, and the tree basis log concavity conjecture holds for the classes 9 and 
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connected chordal graphs (i.e. graphs such that there is no induced cycle of length 
greater than 4). 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that the corresponding conjectures hold for the 
h-vectors of the corresponding broken circuit complexes. 
First consider &,,,,,,, . Set n = ni +nz + n3 - 1 to be the order of the graph. Let A4 be 
an associated order ideal of monomials, with A4i monomials of degree i. From Theorem 
5(ii),asm-n=l, ]M~)<i+l.LetjbethefirstindexforwhichMi<i+l (ifnosuch 
i exists, then the sequence is strictly increasing, which is impossible by Proposition 
6). Now if hl = (il4lI = ,<I for some 1, then (in the terminology of Section 5) its I- 
canonical form is clearly (:) + .+. + 6) for some j. Thus, by Macaulay’s theorem, 
mentioned in the previous section, 
hr+l G’h, ((‘+1)‘1)= (;;:) +...+ (;I;) =hr. 
That is, the sequence is decreasing from hr onwards. It follows that hc < hl< - . ’ < hj 2 
hi+12 . . . 3 hn--2, i.e. the sequence (hi) is unimodal. 
Hoggar [27] noted that log concavity of positive sequences is preserved under poly- 
nomial products, that is if p(x) and q(x) are polynomials with positive coefficients 
that form log concave sequences, then the coefficient of p(x)q(x) will also form a log 
concave sequence. Clearly, any constant sequence is log concave. From this and (15) 
the log concavity of the h-vector for the broken circuit complex of any G in class 9’ 
follows. 
Finally, a well-known result of Newton’s (cf. [18, pp. 270-2711) that if a polyno- 
mial with real coefficients has all real roots, then its coefficients form a log concave 
sequence. One sees from (6) that x(G,x) has all real roots if and only if hb+,< j(x) 
does. It is well known that the roots of the chromatic polynomial of a chordal graph 
are real (they are in fact nonnegative integers), so it follows easily that the chromatic 
polynomial of a (connected) chordal graph has all real roots (in fact, all the roots are 
nonnegative integers). It follows that for these graphs, hh(G,<)(x) does as well, and 
hence the tree basis log concavity conjecture holds for this class as well. 0 
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